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1 Introduction

Apprenticeship-based systems of VET, such as those in Denmark, Germany, Luxembourg, Switzerland and Norway, depend on a balance between the supply of and demand for apprenticeships (see e.g. Busemeyer & Schlicht-Schnäzlke, 2014). However, many countries face or have faced a shortage of apprenticeships. The countries differ in their response to this challenge. In some countries, preparatory, ‘pre-vocational’ courses are offered to aid individuals in obtaining an apprenticeship. In other countries, alternative routes, leading to the same vocational qualification as an apprenticeship would, are offered.

In Germany, there are no alternative routes to the vocational qualifications, and the result has been that young people have had to wait before completing upper-secondary education (Walden & Troltsch, 2011, pp. 305-306). They are instead offered preparatory courses in the so-called ‘transition system’ to gain the necessary skills to obtain an apprenticeship. Through this policy response the unique status of apprenticeships is maintained. Nevertheless, the effectiveness of such pre-vocational training has been questioned (see e.g. Busemeyer & Iversen, 2012). Generally, the transition system does not provide formal vocational qualifications that give a basis for entering the labour market. Mainly it serves a buffering function, providing a ‘waiting loop’ for students unable to secure apprenticeships, but a considerable number of students never ‘transit’ to apprenticeships (see e.g. Solga, Protsch, Ebner & Brzinsky-Fau, 2014).

However, in other countries, including Denmark, Norway and Austria, there have been attempts to address supply-demand mismatch by introducing alternative routes to vocational qualifications for those unable to obtain an apprenticeship. These routes are alternative routes to the same qualification; students in alternative training register for the same trade examination/test as apprentices. The exclusive nature of apprenticeship-based dual collective training systems conflicts with a view of education where education is increasingly a right of the individual. Providing an alternative for students not able to secure an apprenticeship can, from this perspective, be seen as a step towards fulfilling that right and preventing exclusion. In both Denmark and Norway, young people who have completed lower-secondary education have a statutory right to upper-secondary education, either academic or vocational. However, the Danish and Norwegian way of organising alternative training differs.

The Danish system of alternative training is primarily school-based, with training centres responsible for providing alternative training. In Norway, alternative training has been organized in different ways in different counties, but in a recent attempt to reorganize alternative training, the training has primarily been delivered as workplace training in companies. In this paper, we use data from the Norwegian case to explore students and others experiences of alternative training organised mostly as workplace training. We then discuss potential system effects of this form of alternative training. First, we analyse whether this way of organising alternative training affects students’ learning, motivation and completion.

1Our data was compiled too early to examine the students transition into the labour market.
ing alternative training to apprenticeship as work place training will lead more youths to complete vocational upper secondary education? Second, we analyse whether this way of organising alternative training might undermine commitment to the apprenticeship model and reduce the number of apprenticeships, by weakening companies incentives to provide them. In the final section, the Norwegian case is contrasted with the Danish way of organising alternative training to highlight important elements that affect the system effects.

2 Alternatives to Apprenticeships

In this section, we describe existing research on alternative training to apprenticeships, which as far as we are aware, is limited to Denmark and Austria, in addition to our own research on Norway. This research addresses how alternative training affects the individual student (learning, motivation, outcomes), but also, to a varying degree, the system-level effects of introducing alternatives to apprenticeships in countries with apprentice-based dual collective training systems. We concentrate on the Danish and Norwegian cases, as they are distinctly different. In the section thereafter, we draw on the more general literature on workplace learning and collective skill formation to discuss theoretical expectations of how organising alternative training may influence the VET system.

2.1 Alternative Training in Denmark

In Denmark, a school-based alternative (‘skolepraktik’) has since 1991 been offered to students who cannot find an apprenticeship. Commencing as a temporary measure, it quickly became a permanent alternative (Juul & Jørgensen, 2011; Jørgensen & Juul, 2009). From 2013, the Danish school-based alternative has been more strongly institutionalised with the establishment of special training centres (‘praktikcentre’). Most are run by upper-secondary schools, and provide alternative training as their main task. The placement in the training centre is meant to be temporary until the students find an apprenticeship. An early evaluation of the centres suggests that alternative training has become more visible and attractive to vocational students (Danmarks Evalueringssinstitut, 2015), but there is not yet any statistical analysis to support that claim.

Alternative training in Denmark has been, and continues to be, primarily school-based, with much practice work taking place in the schools workshops. Parts of the training are provided in companies as workplace training (‘virksomhetsforlagt undervisning’, VFU), but the workplace training is limited in time and scope, for instance, by the requirement that students should not participate in production. The rationale for these restrictions is to avoid competition with apprenticeships. The same applies to the requirement that students must have tried to secure an apprenticeship before they can apply for a place in the alternative system. From the outset, there has been a debate about the possibility that alternative training could undermine the dual collective training system. There is

Readers interested in the Austrian case may look to, for instance, Bergmann et al. (2011) and Lassnig (2011).
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Juul and Jørgensen (2011) found evidence that there is potential for learning in the school-based Danish alternative that is not found in a workplace-based model. There is more room for reflection and mistakes, and the training can be planned in accordance with the individuals learning needs (Juul & Jørgensen, 2011, p. 296). There is also more time for the students to gain theoretical knowledge in conjunction with the development of their practical skills. The school-based alternative education is, however, not without its challenges. Students do not develop the same social skills and work discipline as they would in a work environment, nor do they experience the gradual socialization and adoption of norms that comes from participating in a work community (Juul & Jørgensen, 2011, p. 296). Thus, they miss out on the benefits of workplace learning (see e.g. Illeris, 2011). Also, although they might do minor commissioned work, mostly they do not produce goods and services that a customer is going to use, which reduces student motivation. Juul and Jørgensen (2011) note that employer resistance to alternative training was more related to the lack of socialisation into a working life culture than to a lack of vocational skills. They also note that there is (or at least was in 2011) a broad consensus on the advantages of the dual collective training system. Both employers and government see school-based training as second best to apprenticeships (Juul & Jørgensen, 2011, p. 300).

Although alternative training is a minor element in the Danish education and training system, it is more than a marginal phenomenon. According to figures from the Danish Ministry of Education, about 11 percent of those in vocational upper-secondary education in September 2016 were registered as students in school-based alternative training. Since 1991, that figure has fluctuated with the situation in the training (and labour) market. Research on the Danish system of alternative training has shown that students in alternative training have a more disadvantaged socio-economic background than apprentices. Furthermore, they fare worse after graduation than apprentices, with lower employment rates and a more volatile position on the labour market (Jørgensen & Juul, 2009).

2.2 Alternative Training in Norway

Apprenticeships play a central role in the Norwegian VET system. The number of new apprenticeships each year is currently around 19-20,000, which amounts to almost 30 percent of a yearly birth cohort. Most initial vocational education and training follows the so-called 2+2 model, where two years of school-based training are followed by a two-year apprenticeship. The regional county administrations are responsible for fulfilling the individual’s statutory right to upper-secondary education, including providing the two years of school-based vocational education. The county administrations are also responsible for providing alternative training in the third year if the student is unable to secure an apprenticeship.

There is little formal regulation of alternative training, apart from that it must last at least one year. As a result, alternative training has been organised differently in different
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counties and in different trades. As in Denmark, alternative training in Norway has been regarded as second-best to apprenticeships (see e.g. Meld. St. 20 (2012-2013): Aspøy & Nyen, 2015). Alternative training has generally not been marketed to students and has had low participation and completion rates. About 30 percent of all vocational students who apply for an apprenticeship fail to secure one after two years at vocational school. However, only a few of those participate in alternative training. Only 3 percent of all trade certificates in 2014-2015 were achieved by students in alternative training, mostly due to low participation rates.

Previous research on the organisation and outcomes of alternative training in Norway is limited. Nyen, Skålholt and Tønder (2013) found employment rates one year after graduation to be lower among students from alternative training than among apprentices (although the differences are small). Furthermore, government statistics show a significantly lower completion rate among students in alternative school-based training than among those with apprenticeships. Aspøy and Nyen (2015) find that participants in alternative training have lower school achievements and have been more absent from school than those who were able to secure an apprenticeship. When analysing the sub group who have applied for an apprenticeship, but failed to secure one, participants in alternative training typically have a medium level of school achievement. One interpretation is that the high achievers look for better options because of the low esteem for alternative training, and that low achievers are difficult to reach and drop out.

From the autumn of 2013, five Norwegian counties received a government grant for experimenting with improved alternative training for students lacking apprenticeships. The background for the initiative to reorganise alternative training was the existing system’s lack of appeal to young people, its low esteem in the labour market, and poor participation, completion and transition rates. Efforts were made to make the school-based alternative more similar to apprenticeship-based learning. The guidelines for receiving a government grant stipulated that the alternative training must last at least 18 months (longer than the standard one-year minimum duration), and that a substantial amount of the training should take place in the work environment of a company. The workplace training must also be planned in cooperation with representatives from local businesses, employer organisations or training offices (which are jointly owned by a group of businesses).

Workplace training was emphasised because of the perceived weaknesses of more school-based forms of alternative training. Students in school-based training did not have the benefit of participating in a professional work community, nor were they exposed to basic workplace norms/socialisation. Furthermore, students with poor school achievements and high absence rates were often tired of school, and not motivated by more school-based education and training.

It is important to note that the legal status of students in alternative training in Norway is very different from that of apprentices, as Table 1 shows. While apprentices are employed by the company and receive a wage stipulated in a collective agreement, a student in alternative training is not employed and receives no wage. Some companies in the pilot project decided on their own initiative to pay students a wage, but they were not expected or required to do so.
Table 1: Apprentices vs. students in alternative training (at a workplace) in Norway

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Apprentices</th>
<th>Students in alternative training</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>learning venue</strong></td>
<td>Workplace</td>
<td>Workplace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employed</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receives a wage</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Has a training contract</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barriers for dismissal</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responsible for progress</td>
<td>Company</td>
<td>School</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responsible for assessment</td>
<td>Company</td>
<td>School</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company must be certified as</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>training establishment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3 Potential Effects on the Collective Training System

Apprenticeships are (part of) a collective training system based on a combination of school-based and workplace-based learning. In this section, we discuss potential effects of introducing different forms of alternative training on the collective training system. We draw on two strands of literature, first the research on learning in the workplace, and second the literature on collective skill formation and institutional change.

3.1 Workplace Learning and School-Based Learning

Existing research suggests that organising alternative training as mostly school-based has different merits to organizing alternative training as mostly workplace-based. The Norwegian case offers the opportunity to analyse the consequences of organising alternative training mostly as workplace training.

There is a substantial body of research on workplace training as part of vocational education and on the integration of school-based learning and workplace-learning (Colley, James, Tedder, & Diment, 2003; Fuller & Unwin, 2004; Illeris, 2011). The benefits of workplace training for vocational learning are well described in the literature. Colley et al. (2003) describe learning as becoming; as a gradual, identity-shaping process of becoming a skilled worker. Learning takes place by performing real work tasks, in a work context where the skills are actually used, and by receiving feedback and perhaps even recognition from experienced skilled workers/members of the work community. These social aspects of learning are difficult to emulate in the schools workshop. On the other hand, school-based training offers more time for theoretical reflection, without the pressure of production (Juul & Jørgensen, 2011). It also offers a greater opportunity
for trying and failing. In a school setting it may also be easier to plan education and training according to a set of goals (curricula) that cover the relevant aspects of the trade, than in a company where production places certain constraints on training.

Workplace training offers different types of benefits. First, there are the benefits related to learning the trade, or trade-specific skills. Second, there are benefits of learning certain extra-functional skills, such as ‘good work habits’ and the ability to show up on time, cooperate with others, work under stress etc. (Streeck, 2012, p. 325). Existing research suggests that organising alternative training as workplace training, to a greater extent than school-based training, might allow for the learning of general workplace norms (‘extra-functional skills’) and for integration into a trade community (learning trade-specific norms).

3.2 Actors and Interests Within a Collective Training System

While organising alternative training in the workplace may have its merits and shortcomings from a learning perspective, introducing alternative training may also have system effects beyond the effects on the individuals learning, motivation and completion. Collective training systems such as apprenticeships are fragile institutional arrangements (Busemeyer & Trampusch, 2012, p. 4). Path dependency in the form of cognitive and normative constraints and cost-benefit considerations may preserve existing arrangements to some degree, especially by keeping employers committed to the collective training system. However, such arrangements depend on a delicate balance of interests, and the continued commitment of companies, associations and the state. Historical institutionalism sees institutions as legacies of previous power struggles between actors with partly shared and partly conflicting interests. In a dynamic, historical institutional perspective, the current institutional structure does not only constrain actors, but also influences what strategies for institutional change the actors may choose (Thelen, 2010). Such changes can happen through reform or through gradual institutional change. In the case of a collective training system, all actors may pursue other options, which is what make such systems fragile and can cause them to falter. In particular, companies may opt out of the collective system. Ryan (2001) argues that companies remain committed to the apprenticeship system through a combination of rational company behaviour (if wage differentials are smaller than the productivity difference between skilled and unskilled labour) and regulation/collective action by associations and the state. External monitoring of skills is one of the most important regulatory aspects as it provides credible commitments to training which (also) allow companies to offer a lower wage in the training period (Dustman & Schoenberg, 2012).

Apprenticeship schemes exist also in countries that cannot be characterised as having a collective skill formation regime. While such schemes are not similarly embedded in a collective governance system and usually play a lesser role in employers’ recruitment strategies, such schemes also rely on companies willingness to offer apprenticeships. Although our interest in alternative training comes from an interest in how it influences collective (and hybrid) training systems, our discussion about incentives below applies to all situations where apprenticeships and qualifications acquired through apprenticeship
play a role for recruitment into the relevant labour market.

Introducing alternative training to apprenticeships alters the set of options available to companies and other actors the collective training system relies on. Companies might reassess their participation in the system. If alternative training takes place in schools, the companies may be content to let the schools take responsibility for the training. If alternative training takes place mostly in the workplace, the companies will face a choice of whether or not to take in students as workplace trainees. The capacity of companies to provide training is limited. Alternative work-based training schemes may cause displacement effects by reducing the companies’ demand for apprentices, especially if students are unpaid while apprentices command a salary. A number of other factors will influence these decisions, including the ‘quality’/trainability of trainee students compared with apprentices, the company’s motivation for offering apprenticeships in the first place, and how quickly a student or apprentice can become productive within the trade. The effect on the collective system as a whole of such company decisions will of course depend on the size and scope of the alternative training scheme, as well as the supply-demand balance in the relevant parts of the labour market.

Furthermore, other actors may also be influenced by the existence of alternative training. Students may put less effort into securing an apprenticeship if they know that alternative training will be provided. Counties and schools might also more easily settle on organising alternative training instead of putting in the extra effort to help students secure apprenticeships. Generally, the existence of any alternative to apprenticeships has the potential to undermine ownership of and support for the dual collective training system and adversely affect the supply of apprenticeships (Juul & Jørgensen, 2011). However, the effect of alternative training on the collective system is likely to be dependent on how alternative training is organised. The workplace-based alternative in Norway seems more likely to have adverse effects on firms’ incentives to provide apprenticeship than the school-based alternative in Denmark, as firms in Norway have the option to take unpaid students in alternative training instead of offering apprenticeship.

4 Data and Methodology

The empirical part of the paper is based on the authors’ evaluation of a set of Norwegian pilot projects providing alternative training for young people unable to secure an apprenticeship (Aspøy & Nyen, 2015). The projects were run in five counties in Norway. The training began in the 2013-2014 school year, and continued into 2014-2015, with 243 participants. The small-scale nature of the scheme means that large-scale system effects are not likely to be observed. Instead, inferences will be drawn from the effects on various actors’ incentives and motivation to participate in the project. Data used in the evaluation of the Norwegian projects consist of qualitative interview data supplemented by quantitative data on completion/dropout.

Qualitative interview data were collected from all five counties. Two to three schools were selected as cases within each county, giving a total of eleven schools. Training took place over 18 months, and interviews were made in two rounds, during the first
and last six months of training. 51 students were interviewed in the first round, and 27 from the same pool of students in the second. The students interviewed came from different schools, regions and VET programmes. The interviews in the first round were face-to-face interviews lasting around 30 minutes. The students were asked about their choice of trade, about their efforts to find an apprenticeship, and the reason behind accepting the alternative training. They were also asked to describe their tasks and how they perceived the quality of the training, their work conditions and what support they received from teacher and company. The second round interviews were conducted by telephone, and lasted around 20 minutes. The students were then asked to describe how their training situation had developed since the last time. Had they obtained the trade certificate, or were they planning on doing it soon? In addition, we interviewed a number of teachers (22), school and project administrators (16), companies (16) and training offices (6) involved in the planning and implementation of alternative training for the students interviewed. We also interviewed county administrators (18) and leaders of regional tripartite bodies (4). Teachers were interviewed in both rounds, first face-to-face, and in the second round by telephone, all lasting around one hour. Project administrators were also interviewed in both rounds, by telephone, with a duration of around 40 minutes. The main themes of all of these interviews were the planning and implementation process, how various parties were involved, how training was organised, their motivation to participate and how they perceived the quality of the training. The companies were also asked about their policy on taking on apprentices. The qualitative material covers two thirds of the schools involved in the projects. Although our study is qualitative, we wanted to ensure that most segments of the student population and participating companies were included.

All interviews were recorded and transcribed verbatim, and all interviewees, with the exception of the county administrators and leaders of tripartite bodies, were anonymised. The interview data was broken down to different themes. Patterns and exceptions in the material were thoroughly identified and coded. The selection of students may be a source of bias, as teachers helped us recruit students, and voluntary participation led to a degree of self-selection in both the first and second rounds. Any bias would probably be towards a more positive student assessment of the projects. Selection bias is negligible in three of the eleven cases, as almost all students were interviewed. On the employer side, selection bias may be more significant, as interviews were difficult to arrange and several companies were not interviewed. Any employer bias would likely be towards the employers who are most interested and engaged in helping young people. Quantitative data about completion/dropout within the projects were reported by the project administrators in the counties to the research team in reply to a questionnaire. These data are considered valid and reliable, with clear definitions of various outcomes.

5 Results of the Norwegian Pilot Project

In this section, we first discuss whether organizing training in the workplace gave students a better chance of obtaining a vocational qualification. The interviews revealed that the
Alternative training did yield a partly positive outcome at the individual level (Aspøy & Nyen, 2015). Completion data shows that for some students (27 percent), the training period worked as intended from the education authorities’ point of view: the student received the necessary company-based training for taking the formal exam and obtaining a trade certificate within 18 months. For other students (18 percent), the trainee position (student in alternative training) transitioned into a regular apprenticeship after some time, normally three to five months. In these cases, the possibility of an apprenticeship contract was signalled by the employer from the beginning. In other words, nearly half of the students managed to obtain vocational qualifications or use alternative training to transit to an apprenticeship. Nevertheless, 40 percent of the students quit the training programme. They either failed to find a trainee position, or they left the company before completing the programme.

Lack of success can generally be traced back to difficulties finding relevant trainee companies, and the confusing distribution of responsibility between teachers and employers. In some cases, training companies did not have a clear training plan or even relevant training opportunities. As opposed to apprenticeship training, schools were responsible for the follow-up of student training. However, this was not always well organised. Teachers often lacked experience with the content of apprenticeship training, as this part of the curriculum was not a part of their ordinary responsibilities. A lack of motivation also became an issue when students experienced the absence of pay as problematic. In the following section, we discuss, in more detail, the reasons why workplace training led to a successful outcome in some cases, but not in others. Further, we examine whether this way of organising alternative training might undermine commitment to the collective, apprenticeship-based training model on which Norwegian VET is based, and reduce the number of apprenticeships, by weakening companies incentives to provide them.

5.1 Workplace Learning Equals Individual Success – or Failure?

Workplace training formed a core in the pilot project. This was considered imperative among all actors involved. In many cases, students experienced this workplace training as valuable and learning-intensive. The training was generally highly individualised, meaning that the ratio of school-based learning to workplace training was adapted to fit the student. Most students in the pilot project participated in workplace-based training, and most students spent more than half the time in companies. A typical ratio of school-based and company-based training was three days a week at the company, and two days in school. Often, however, the students were allowed to spend almost all their training in the company.

The school was responsible for the follow-up of the students during workplace training, and only in a few cases did the company take responsibility for every aspect of the training. Despite this, the interviews revealed that the students in alternative training often felt like regular apprentices. Often, but not always, positive learning experiences and the general well-being of the student in alternative training seemed to be directly

---

3Except in one case of a company-in-school-model for a group of IT students.
connected to the notion of being a ‘normal’ apprentice. A student illustrates the feeling of belonging, where the only perceived difference was that she did not get paid:

*I’ve never been an apprentice, so I don’t know what that’s like. But it’s almost the same. But you work two hours more, and you get paid [when you’re an apprentice], that’s the only thing. I feel like everyone else.*

Some students also emphasised the benefits of a combination of school-based and workplace-based training. A healthcare student explained how the time spent in school allowed her to work on her mandatory records during the day, with advice from teachers. In her opinion, the regular apprentices had it harder as they had to do this work in addition to a full-time job. In this cases, thus, success was linked to workplace training but also the training that deviated from regular apprenticeship training. In another case, training for industrial machinery mechanics was organised under the responsibility of one single company. The students enjoyed thorough follow-up by the advisors at the company. Their training had similarities to that of the apprentices in the same company, but it was more centred on training in the workshop than training at the factory plant. This way of organising the alternative training was highly beneficial to the individual student, and the quality was praised by the students themselves as well as the company and the school where the students were formally registered. The company was an experienced training company. In both of these cases, the students knew that they were treated differently to the apprentices. Nevertheless, they experienced the benefits of being fully included in a workplace. Success of workplace training did not, therefore, depend fully on the student feeling like an apprentice or being assigned real work tasks, but on the experience of being trained within a ‘real’ company by ‘authentic’ skilled workers, and feeling included in the work environment.

The alternative training scheme was, structurally speaking, located in a grey area between school and work, characterised by a lack of clear rules, responsibility and general knowledge about what alternative training entailed. While the legal rights of both apprentices and regular school students are formalised and clear, the rights for students in workplace training are not. Despite their formal status as ‘students’, the participants are neither regular students nor apprentices. This ambiguity sometimes led to both confusion and frustration for students as well as teachers and employers, even when students were given the same tasks as a regular apprentice. The responsibility was to a great extent left with the schools, and even the individual teachers. Many of these teachers had no previous experience of apprenticeship training, as their domain is normally the two school-based years. Employers, on the other hand, were sometimes uncertain of their own responsibility.

Many students experienced not getting paid as highly problematic. For some, this was first and foremost related to pecuniary loss, as described by this healthcare student:

---

4However, the costs of the training exceeded the nationally-allocated resources.
It’s just that there’s no opportunity to get paid. We do the same as those with an apprenticeship contract, five days a week, but we get nothing. I find it a bit hard. We have rent, electricity, I have a car – I’m thinking that I have to sell it.

A full-time job as a trainee left the student with little time for part-time work. Full-time trainee work combined with paid part-time work did occur, however; for instance, in the curious case of a student who worked without pay at a grocery store during weekdays, and as a regular paid employee at the same store on Saturdays. Although making students perform unpaid labour clearly is morally dubious if they do productive work, the students themselves did not necessarily question the ethics of their training – some of them claimed to be content with their situation. Thus, in order to achieve success within the goals of the project, the students had to be integrated in the work community without experiencing not getting paid as a stigma.

The benefits of workplace training presuppose that the learner is integrated into the workplace environment, and that he or she learns both the trade itself and some crucial extra-functional skills (Juul & Jørgensen, 2011; Streeck, 2012). Some of the interviews with teachers, however, indicated a somewhat simplified conception of the benefits of workplace training. For some, the importance of workplace training was not only a question of the many benefits of being part of a work community, but rather of not being at school. This is illustrated by a teacher who reflected on the idea of organising a merely school-based alternative for a group of students of whom many are tired of school. When contrasting workplace learning to school-based learning, she stated:

"To me, organising this [alternative training] at the school’s premises just wasn’t right. These are students with a lot of absenteeism; they have struggled in school and sort of muddled through. The last thing they want is to spend another year in school."

As much as this understanding seems reasonable, the emphasis on not being at school, meddled with the emphasis on any kind of workplace training as intrinsically good can result in unintended consequences. In some cases, students did not get to perform relevant tasks. A student explained how he felt that the training he received was inferior to that of the apprentices:

"A trainee student cannot get the same competence-based jobs unless he’s an apprentice. You have to learn how to be independent and think for yourself and stuff like that, but if I go on as a trainee student, they will keep handing me the same tasks. And that won’t teach me anything."

In other cases, the aim of job experience completely outweighed the aim of relevant work and the social skills and work discipline – the extra-functional skills displaced the aspect of actually learning a trade. This was illustrated by an IT student who had, when a trainee slot in an IT company proved to be hard to find, been sent to work for a company where his main task was pulling cables. He stated the following:
I don’t understand why it was so important that I worked for a company that had nothing to do with IT.

To this student, the benefits of the trainee position were unclear. To sum up, the trainees’ tasks were sometimes less learning-conducive than the apprentices’. If organised in this manner, it is doubtful that students having completed alternative training would be as attractive as regular apprentices on the labour market, and they might not acquire the necessary competence to obtain the trade certificate. However, the interviews also provided examples of alternative training of a higher quality.

In this section, we have discussed whether the Norwegian pilot projects provide evidence to suggest that organising alternative training in companies has system benefits when it comes to students’ learning, motivation and completion of alternative training. The evidence is mixed, with different experiences. The chances of a successful outcome are seemingly higher where there are companies willing to take on a level of responsibility for the trainee student close to the level of responsibility companies take for apprentices.

5.2 Actors and Interests in the Pilot Project

In this section, we discuss whether our findings suggest that alternative training will have long-term effects on companies decisions to take on apprentices. We also consider how schools’ efforts in securing apprenticeships for their students may change if workplace-based alternative training expands.

In what ways can such alternative training influence employers’ decisions to take on apprentices? Will the existence of an alternative training scheme weaken companies’ incentives for offering apprenticeships? Looking at reasons why employers take on apprentices in the first place, and how they differ according to trades’ and companies’ apprenticeship tradition, may help us understand how alternative training could affect employers’ decisions to take on apprentices. The Norwegian pilot projects suggest that introducing alternative training in companies might have different effects in industries where apprenticeships are well established compared to industries where apprenticeships are less embedded.

A survey from 2012 showed various reasons why companies in Norway take on apprentices. Companies receive state subsidies for each apprentice, which is regarded as a significant incentive. But also the recruitment of new employees, preserving the trade, and social responsibility are important reasons why companies in Norway take on apprentices. The recruitment reason is less prevalent in health and social care, hotels/restaurants and retail (Høst, Skålholt & Nyen, 2012). Apprenticeships are weakly embedded within health and social care, retail and the service sector in general in Norway (Nyen & Tønder, 2014). In the public sector, the decision to take on apprentices is usually made higher up, at the political decision-making level. Within healthcare, for example, there is no scope for a local nursing home to take on more apprentices than the number stipulated by the relevant authorities (Høst et al., 2012).

The reasons why companies take on students (in alternative training) overlap to a great extent with reasons why companies take on apprentices: recruitment and social responsi-
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bility (see also Leemann & Imdorf, 2015). The interviews with employers revealed three different reasons for taking on students in alternative training: 1) social responsibility 2) recruitment via transition from alternative training into apprenticeships, 3) recruitment, but not necessarily through apprenticeships. Employers representing trades with longer apprenticeship traditions expressed a greater normative commitment to the apprenticeship system, and some explained that recruitment via apprentice contract was their motivation to participate. To some training companies with a tradition of taking on apprentices, keeping a student as unpaid labour was unheard of. Two employers expressed their concerns on this issue. They both represented an industry with a long apprenticeship tradition – construction. Their main concern was the risk of creating an “A team and a B team” among young people undergoing training. In effect, however, the trainee period functioned as a trial period, giving the employers the opportunity to test a potential apprentice before committing to an apprenticeship contract.

An employer at a data electronics company saw the benefit in offering the student an apprenticeship contract after a trial period, because they would then be more in control of the training content. This employer did not have other apprentices:

As long as we’re in control of the [apprentice’s] development and training, it [offering an apprenticeship contract] works to our advantage.

An apprenticeship was thus considered ideal in terms of future recruitment. An employer in a large manufacturing company, on the other hand, clearly stated that taking on apprentices was their first priority, but in addition, that they also considered it their social responsibility to offer quality training through the alternative training system. This company had a clear apprenticeship profile.

In other cases, employers took on students in alternative training without any intention of offering them an apprenticeship contract, but still with the idea of future recruitment in mind. This was illustrated by a teacher talking about a student within media graphics, who had found a trainee slot in a newly-started e-design company:

Teacher: “There are few apprenticeships within the trade [media graphics artist], and everything worked perfectly with this company. So... he’ll be offered a job there after completion.”
Interviewer: “Why wasn’t he offered an apprenticeship contract?”
Teacher: “They didn’t have the money.”

This illustrates how the supply of trainee students may hamper companies’ motivation to take on apprentices, even when recruitment of new workers is the goal. An important question is how employers perceive the students without an apprenticeship. If they are seen as a challenged group in the eyes of the employers, they might be less attractive as labour. Both employers and training offices, however, stated that students without an apprenticeship may just have been unlucky, due to a shortage of apprenticeship slots, and could still be good workers.

The example of a student working without pay in the grocery store during weekdays but as an employee during weekends, mentioned earlier, is a clear case of a student whose
training resembled productive work more than actual training. Especially in the retail sector, where trainees can become productive quickly, there is a risk of the student ending up as unpaid labour. Whether the training scheme entails unpaid labour in disguise or actual training, is a crucial matter. Productive unpaid labour may be attractive labour, which could in turn undermine companies willingness to take on apprentices. In public healthcare and retail stores belonging to chains or franchise agreements, the decision to take on apprentices was generally made at an upper-management or political decision-making level. The limited autonomy of the individual enterprises allowed them to take on an unpaid student, but not a paid apprentice. The teacher interviews suggest that in many cases, convincing companies to take on student trainees could at times be easier then convincing them to take on an apprentice. To be able to take on an apprentice, the company must be registered as an apprentice company, entailing some formal prerequisites. In most cases, there was no such requirement for the alternative training. It is not unreasonable to expect that this could weaken the continuous efforts in Norway to recruit new apprenticeship companies and to expand VET into the service sector.

6 Discussion and Conclusion

This paper asks: what are the effects on the dual collective training system of offering alternative training organised mostly in the workplace? There is an obvious dilemma here which our Norwegian case illustrates well. Using the workplace as a learning venue can under certain circumstances have positive effects on student motivation and completion compared to school-based training, although the evidence on that account is mixed. On the other hand, the study indicates that workplace-based alternative training may weaken companies’ incentives to provide apprenticeships. Some employers may decide to take on students in unpaid, alternative training posts instead of offering them apprenticeships. Alternative training has the potential to alter collective training institutions by gradual ‘micro’ decisions, as companies may opt out of the collective system, or never enter. In the short run, it is more likely to happen in industries where the normative commitment to the collective system is low initially, for instance retail trade, which in turn may hamper efforts to expand apprenticeships into the service sector. In industries with a stronger commitment to apprenticeships, companies may use alternative training as a ‘trial period’ for considering whether to offer an apprenticeship. Our study suggests that negative incentive effects will differ between industries, depending on how deeply apprenticeship is rooted and how fast a student/apprentice can become productive.

The above dilemma is recognised by the national stakeholders and influences attempts to re-organise alternative training in Norway. The stakeholders have hesitated to create a fully-fledged alternative to apprenticeships because the main model with apprenticeships, although not flawless, is generally regarded as the best model. In order to not compete with the main model, alternative training has had to be somewhat of a second-best pathway, but at the same time, decision-makers have wanted to include the most important factor of the dual collective system: the workplace-based training. A con-
sequence of avoiding institutionalising is local, ad-hoc, solutions with poorly-planned elements of workplace training. But even with such ad-hoc solutions, our study indicates that workplace-based alternative training may have negative effects on companies incentives to provide apprenticeships.

Contrasting the Norwegian experiences with the Danish system is useful in order to analyse how different forms of organising alternative training may have different system effects. Alternative education and training in Norway and Denmark differ along two important dimensions: 1) the learning venue: whether education and training takes place mostly in a workplace or mostly in a school, and 2) the degree of institutionalisation: whether alternative education and training is a clearly organised and predictable element of the VET system or not. In the Norwegian case, the learning venue is the workplace, but the degree of institutionalisation is low. Alternative training is organised in an ad-hoc fashion when it becomes clear that the number of apprenticeship places is insufficient. Generally, it has not been made clear to students and others whether alternative training will be organised within a trade until a late stage$^5$. In contrast, the learning venue in Denmark is mostly the school and the degree of institutionalisation is high. Training centres are responsible for organising training and the availability of such alternatives is well known.

Compared to alternative school-based training, alternative workplace training has a potential to improve students’ motivation and completion, but is also the organisational form that has the largest potential to reduce the supply of apprenticeships. However, the general low degree of institutionalisation of alternative training in Norway may lessen both the potential positive and negative effects. Lack of regulation of alternative training may weaken the quality of training in the workplace and increase the danger of exploitation. On the other hand, uncertainty about whether alternative training will be offered reduces potential negative effects on companies’ and students’ incentives. The volume of the alternative training scheme has also so far been low, which has limited displacement effects.

A highly institutionalised system of alternative training that takes place in the workplace seems likely to have a huge disruptive potential for the apprenticeship system. If there are to be any system of alternative training and especially if it to any extent incorporates workplace training, close cooperation between the employers committed to the apprenticeship system and government seems essential. In the Norwegian case, the local training offices, which are usually owned jointly by a group of businesses and take care of many functions regarding apprenticeships, could potentially play a role in securing the quality of alternative training and limit displacement effects.

$^5$That is beginning to change as some counties have begun to offer a guarantee to vocational students that they will either get an apprenticeship or (good quality) alternative training. The motivation has been to attract more students to vocational education.
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